
TESTIMONIALS 
 

For Workshops with Shepherd Hoodwin 
 
 
Michael Teachings 
 
I feel richly gifted and blessed to have met the Michael teachings through Shepherd. 
 
The way Shepherd explains things and addresses the audience is a teaching in itself. 
 
I am amazed at the depth of the information. 
 
The workshop gave me tools to handle the day-to-day and allows me a kindness towards 
myself I haven't felt before, maybe because the bigger picture is clear. 
 
Shepherd is a wonderful facilitator and teacher. His knowledge and understanding of the 
Michael teachings and his ability to relate to the level of understanding of the participants 
create opportunities for soul growth that resonate long after the workshops are over. 
 
Shepherd is such a talented teacher. 
 
Shepherd always finds the right words to answer questions, and you leave the workshop 
with new hope. Highly recommended. 
 
I keep telling people how inspiring and eye-opening this information is. 
 
No matter how much I read about the Michael material, I never understood it as well as 
when Shepherd presented the information in the workshop. I've heard all kinds of great 
comments as well. 
 
 
Channeling 
 
Michael feels like a taking a bath in a whirlpool of champagne. 
 
During the channelings I felt as if I were in the womb, enveloped in a cocoon of warm, 
vibrant energy. 
 
The channelings were awesome. I loved the fact that we all felt involved and actually got 
to help with energy work, etc. 
 
I got a wonderful answer. 
 
I have never had such a strong spiritual experience before. 
 



If I'd ever had any doubts about this whole channeling thing, they were dissipated the 
instant Shepherd/Michael turned their eyes on me—what a rush! 
 
The channeling was truly a very special event for everyone involved. The personal 
sharing that occurred was incredibly profound, and I felt a beautiful closeness with every 
person in the room, as well as with Michael. Thinking about it now fills me with wonder. 
 
For me, there was an additional exciting experience: I became aware that I am seeing 
auras. Since the wall behind Shepherd was uniformly white, I had a good opportunity to 
have a quiet view for a long time of the soft-colored gleam around his body. I was more 
surprised to see it expand and gleam in a powerful brilliant white when he channeled 
Michael. It grew from about one to two inches to more than twenty inches around his 
body and even more beyond his head. It gave me goosebumps. 
 
WORDS FROM FEEDBACK: Transformative • Healing • Deep • Clear • Wise • 
Beautiful • Helpful • Fulfilling • Amazing. 
 
 
Overall Workshop 
 
The three days were truly magic. It has been a long time since I’ve felt so comfortable, 
heard, and seen, and just simply enjoyed a weekend with such a big and lovely group of 
people. 
 
I attended the Level I workshop last spring. It felt like coming home. It is an intimate 
journey to oneself. 
 
Thank you for making the recent weekend one of the best of my life. It was really 
fabulous. 
 
Everybody was enthusiastic about the workshop and wants to come to the next one. 
 
The weekend greatly helped me develop my spiritual abilities. 
 
Shepherd’s wise presence and loving and tender way of teaching was a precious gift for 
me. 
 
I had many important insights and experiences during and after the workshop. 
 
With Shepherd's help, I found inner peace. 
 
I found Shepherd’s energy to be most warm, joyful, and beautiful. 
 
We still feel touched. We have a kind of quietness on a different level that is full of joy 
and love. 
 



We very much enjoyed Shepherd’s wit, intelligent articulate delivery, and the enlightened 
information. I also got very positive responses from my friends who attended. 
  
It was a deeply inspiring time. 
 
I am still kind of speechless but wanted to express my gladness. 
 
It opened my mind and heart. I had an excellent experience. 
 
I probably stopped every couple of hours and pinched myself to see if I was dreaming. 
There was hardly a false note the entire event. Everyone seemed open, honest, and caring. 
There was so much essence contact. 
 
I liked the second seminar with Shepherd even more than the first. It was really great. 
 
Looking forward to more! It was grounded, light, and airy. 
 
I hope there will be a Level III workshop with advanced topics. We don't want to lose 
Shepherd here in Europe! 
 
I wouldn't miss the next workshop for anything. It was the first date in my schedule for 
next year! 
 
What a great seminar! It is still vibrating in me. 
 
Thank you so much for these wonderful days with you!!! 
 
The workshop quietened me down and sharpened my mind. 
 
Something has happened with my soul. That's for sure. ;-) 
 
A big, big thank you for the amazing weekend. 
 
I will always remember this incredible stream of joy that happened within me the last day 
of the workshop. I had in mind my question and felt the answer before having even 
asked. I feel this joy to be alive. Thank you for this gift that came out of the blue. I hope I 
will never forget. 
 
We were very glad to spend these unforgettable days with you. 
 
Since the workshop, I've been talking the ears off of my husband and friends! 
 
What I received from the weekend with Shepherd was priceless. I was validated on so 
many levels. I left feeling an overwhelming sense of love and peace. In addition, it was a 
joy to meet so many beautiful people. 
 



I am still very fulfilled and nourished from the workshop. Many questions I had for 
maybe my whole life were answered! For me, it's unforgettable the way you teach and 
explain, your nonjudgmental language—it’s like honey for me! 
 
These workshops are very special. 
 
After that wonderful weekend, I have been as high as a kite. I am in better touch with 
essence and happiness. 
 
It was an intensive journey with so much bliss. 
 
WORDS AND PHRASES FROM FEEDBACK: Astonishing • Enlightening • Rich • 
Fascinating. • Interesting • Wonderful energy • Valuable • Heartful atmosphere • Great 
harmony in the group • Touching • Deeply moving • Rich • Nondogmatic • Grand • 
Clarity • Humor • Easy • Natural. 


